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About This Game

A bowling game for city slickers who like the night life vibes. Keeps track of your score adding extra points for strikes and
spares. Reset at any time.

Features
- Realistic bowling arena with true-to-life alley and pin/ball sizes

- Sound effects of the city and the ball striking pins/rolling across floor
- Score tracking lets you see how many pins you knocked down

- See your final score at the end
- Reset game at any time
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Every bit of its wonderful uniqueness is best experienced through a youtube let's play.

Unless uniqueness is truly of paramount importnance to your enjoyment of a game, don't buy this. I desperatately tried to enjoy
it and despite a very intriguing and promising tone and intro, I was left with nothing but an extremely frustrating trial-and-error.

I have an immense enjoyment of old-fashioned difficulty. This is not that,

I spent an hour trying to navigate samey labrynths only to be two-shot staggered and killed by enemies whose level design.
stealth, and immense agro range made them nigh-unknowable.

This is a wonderful game that refuses to be played. If you have money, time, and a lot of patience to spare, by all means play
this: it really is a breath of fresh air. And if that's for you then great! You might actually really like this game!

Unfortunately for the rest of us it's more of a breath of fresh fart.. For those all of you think this game is like 1990 graphics and
some typos, true thats true. But dont forget.. Graphics arent matter. Its what gameplay.

Sure gameplay was clonky as hell , but when you got used to it welp you can do all this and also since the Rewarding system is
great out of charts, of course some materials is confusing.

Theres some 2011 users who had played this game before they know war thunder... does war thunder has BF 109 B or Dora?

Incase some weaboos WT user want to say : You never played war thunder before dont compare!
"Dont say i never played War thunder before, im level 40 in WT. Don't believe check my steam. "

But i say to developers Fix your typo and some confusement in your description. im giving it 5/10 because of some typos and
confusing gameplay.

And also devs its time for you to UPGRADE your graphics since graphic loving weaboos think its some sort of incomplete
game of yours HIS dev.

Anyway i think i liked it because before i knew War Thunder.. An interesting take on storytelling using VR immersion. A bit
frustrating not being able to move around most of the time, especially in the breath-taking final sequence, but still worth
downloading and taking for a spin.. Why do I need to be online to play single player games?

 The people who made this game should be ashamed of themselves.

This is absurd.. The Tommy Gun eats ammo like an obese American family eats a Chinese buffet, the Buzzsaw Bow is pretty
fun, the Scythe is freaking amazing, and the Flare Revolver is pretty different. Not worth 8 bucks, but that's just my opinion..
Fun, quick to play and interesting game. Not the best graphics but it doesn't need them. Rewards keep you coming back, quick
cooperative play in missions, the guantlet and pvp with fast matchmaking and shared loot makes for a great time killer. I hate
microtransactions in any game but at leat this one doesn't feel pay-to-win. Recommended if you are looking for a quick-to-pick-
up and long lasting game and like either single or multiplayer as it is fully enjoyable both ways.
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If you like minecraft then you'll like this game it has alot of aspects of minecraft and its many more it has loads of game modes
that you can play with your friend, it is also really cheap for how good it is so go buy it and you'll get your money's worth also a
free cat. After installing Vigil: Blood Bitterness, clicking the "Play" button redirects to a Steam game called "RIP - Trilogy". In
order to get V:BB to run, you must install the Demo of "RIP - Trilogy". Once I was finally able to get V:BB running, the in-
game cutscenes which are prevalent and apparently provide the only progression clues did not work properly. I could hear what
was going on, but all that was visible was blackness. I was really looking forward to this game because of the graphic style.

In the forums, some people have found a workaround to get the cutscenes to work in compatibility mode, but I'm not going to
waste any more time on a game that solicits other games as a requirement for play and doesn't work right out of the box.

I purchased V:BB as part of a 4-Game $1.00 Indie-Pack, so I'm not too concerned with my loss.. If you're into short bursts (like,
2 minutes) of light, puzzle-ish gameplay with airy graphics and music, it's worth a go. It's perfect for killing 5-10 minutes. It
even loads and quits extremely fast!
. The Game is awesome. A Mix of Magic & Poker with a touch of Fantasy.. Fun game. Sparse presentation but the boardgame-
like mechanics underneath are fun to puzzle through. Be warned that the interface is challenging to learn, and the tutorial really
only does a middling job of explaining things.. Fun game but disappointing. Some what poor design. Now every faction can cast
spells, that ruins the strategy? Every general has one unique power that they just keep activate over and over. Also war is now in
real time instead of turns, which force you to automate. You can't click faster than computer while controlling ten armies. Duels
are ridiculous, you can have higher strength and still lose to a weak general. One of the poorer one in RTK series. If you really
like RTK and wants to play it, wait till sale.
Also no English support. Good thing I can read Chinese. Sad to see this is where RTK headed.. Crazy Plant Shop is a short but
well-made game. It's was also very educational. I wish I had this game back in high school since this is a medium of learning that
I would've been able to get into.

It takes about 1-2 playthroughs to complete over the span of ~2 hours. The achievements are simple and easy to get provided
you familiarize yourself with the game's 'tutorial' during the first day.

I really liked this game. It reminds me of Recettear except you actually learn something. 4\/5. I don't know what the intention of
this game is.

It's not really based on physics. It's no real arcade game.

Controls are kind of strange - no controller support. Thanks for other reviewers - You were my Controlmenu.

A menu and Controloptions + a little helpfile should be the absolut minimum, if you want to sell a game.

There are way better racers out there for the same amount of money
2/10
. I highly recommend this for twin-stick shooter or just general arcade-style game fans. Even if you aren't such a person, you
may find this game fun because of the unique aesthetic and relatively forgiving difficulty curve. I cleared the game on normal
mode in about an hour (on my second try, if that gives you an idea of the difficulty of clearing it), but there's plenty more to do
in climbing the leaderboards and going for a higher score, leveling up your craft, and going for all the various achievements.

I like this game for a few primary reasons - its challenging without being frustrating, has entertaining and unique visuals, and has
great audio (music and sound effects and overall sound design) to go along with those visuals.

It's challenging in that you can push yourself to go for a higher score but it's not punishingly hard. Visually, there's a lot going
on, but once you figure out the behavior of the enemies you're up against, you can use that to avoid damage and quickly take
them out. You'll eventually get a feel for what the important projectiles are that you should look at. And you don't always need
to aim at enemies - there's an autofire button which automatically shoots at targets. It's great for when there's just too much stuff
on the screen and you're not sure what's harmful and what isn't.

The audio and visuals are very unique and quite polished. I was pleasantly surprised just at the variety of music. A lot of indie
games or arcade-style games will make the mistake of having music that's loud and distracting and only having a small amount
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of it. The music certainly has a presence in this game but it's balanced in a way so as to not be distracting and there's a great
variety of it. Visually, there's just a lot going on and I think the overall aesthetic is really cool.
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